[Continuous glucose monitoring (CGM)].
Self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) is now commonly used as a tool to measure blood glucose levels of diabetic patients, as health insurance started to cover its cost for patients receiving insulin. However, SMBG is used to evaluate blood glucose levels at different time points, making it impossible to speculate on changes in blood glucose levels occurring before and after measurement. Currently, continuous glucose monitoring (CGM), which determines diurnal blood glucose patterns on a continuous basis, is being introduced into routine clinical diabetic care. CGM results sometimes show abnormal blood glucose variations or hypoglycemia after meals or during sleep, even if SMBG results show normal levels in the same patient. The identification of blood glucose variations is the main advantage of CGM. This study reviewed the characteristic of and methods for preventing hypo and hyperglycemia based on the pattern of blood glucose variations in type 1 and type 2 diabetes that was identified by the introduction of CGM.